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Happy 50th 1970 Christmas!

 To many, the 1970 set of Christmas stamps, showing pictures drawn by 
children, is the most fascinating of all of Canada’s Christmas stamp issues 

 This issue of Corgi Times is devoted to these twelve stamps  Thank you 
so much to the various individuals who provided so much information and 
material to make this special journal possible 

 As this stamp design contest for the 1970 Christmas stamp issue evolved, 
it became known as “Christmas Canada“ and the winners became known as 
“Christmas Canada Kids”  They were given, and wore, “Christmas Canada 
Kids” hats (see page 73)  That is how everybody in the capitol region who 
met the kids in Ottawa during the week of August 23–30, 1970 greeted them as 
such (see page 70)  They were celebrities for that week 

 We hope the images and stories found in this 108-page special issue of 
Corgi Times bring back fond memories for those who were collecting stamps at 
the time or were directly involved in some way with the stamps themselves 
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The Contest
(items courtesy Michael Pierce)

Text from souvenir card (see page 124):
 The original children’s designs that appear on Canada’s 1970 Christmas postage stamps were selected from over 
50,000 drawings submitted to the Post Office’s “Christmas Canada” project. Elementary school children were invited to 
send their pictures on the theme “What Christmas Means to Me” by special brochures distributed through the provincial 
Departments of Education. Entries were screened at major art galleries by artists and educators, while final selection 
was made by the Post Office Design Advisory Committee. The individual designs were unified as a series by the use of 
graphics 
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The editorial column in the August 1970 American Philatelist (Volume 84, Number 8) discussed Canada’s 1970 Christmas 
stamp contest and the winning drawings 

Reprinted from the August 1970 issue of The American Philatelist with permission from the American Philatelic Society
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PS14 Correct
Donna Niskala √

Lisa Wilson √

Manon Lecompte √

Dwayne Durham √

Anthony Martin √

Eugene Battacharya Bhattacharya
Janet Mckinney McKinney
Nancy Whateley Whatley
Jean Pomperleau Pomerleau
Joseph MacMillan McMillan
Corrine Fortier Corinne
Janis Dojcak Tanis

Spelling of children’s names

 It seems that Canada Post’s PS14 brochure (see page 
82) had a number of incorrect spellings of the children’s 
names  Unfortunately, Library and Archives Canada typically 
uses the PS14 information for their database 

 The souvenir card released for these stamps had the 
proper spellings (except for McMillan; see page 124)  See 
related story about Tanis Dojcak on page 74 

 Notice that only the 5¢ denominated stamps had the 
correct spellings shown on the PS14; all other values had a 
spelling mistake in the name 

 The Unitrade catalogue typically uses data from the 
PS14 brochures for certain information, as was done with 
these names; corrections to these names will be made in 
the 2022 catalogue (the 2021 catalogue has already been 
printed) 

 It is interesting to see the various spellings that appear 
in the different news items reproduced on these pages.
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Form letter congratulating young artist on their picture being selected
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Letter congratulating winner (Donna Niskala) on chosen design
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Christmas Canada Kids
(items courtesy Michael Pierce)

Text from The Guidebook & Catalogue of Canadian Stamps, 2nd Edition, Glenn Hansen, 1973 (page 186):
 The 1970 Christmas Issue was truly a children’s christmas story  All of the Christmas stamps issued by Canada on 
October 7th, 1970 were designed by children. The five 5c values were designed by Donna Niskala [see diary notes, page 
72], Macrorie, Saskatchewan, 9 years old; Anthony Martin, Marius, Manitoba, 5 years old; Lisa Wilson, Kamloops, B C , 
8 years old; Dwayne Durham, Fort Erie, Ontario, 7 years old; Manon Lecompte, Laprairie, Québec, 9 years old. The five 
6c values were designed by Janet McKinney, Saint John, New Brunswick, 8 years old; Jean Pomerleau, St  Paul, Alberta, 
8 years old; Nancy Whatley, Armdale, Nova Scotia, 10 years old; Eugene Bhattacharya, St. John’s, Newfoundland, 7 years 
old; Joseph McMillan, Summerside, Prince Edward Island, 12 years old. [Ed: corrections to names made; see page 57]

 A 10c value, used for the first time in Canada’s Christmas stamps, was designed by by 10 year old Corinne Fortier 
of St. Leon, Manitoba while a 15c denomination, also used for the first time, was the work of Tanis Dojcak [Ed: see related 
story, page 74], Flin Flon, Manitoba who was also 10 years old 

The newspaper clippings and photos on these pages were provided to the children in an 
‘album’ following their August 23–30, 1970 visit to Ottawa.

Children (with parents — eleven mothers and one father) walking the streets of Ottawa (August 24)
Note they are wearing their “Christmas Canada Kids” hats (see page 73)
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Outdoor Banquet (August 24)

Allan Robb Fleming, Graphic Designer
by: Michael Pierce

Over the years I have come to see the role of Allan Robb Fleming in the 1970 Christmas issue of stamps  He was a well known and 
respected graphic designer (Some of his designs survive to this day. A good example is the logo for CN. He submitted that winning 
design to them a long time ago )

The stamps had their origins in the creations submitted by the children in that contest. He was commissioned by Canada Post Office, as 
it was known at that time, to design the stamps using those children’s creations. He was a member of the Stamp Advisory Committee, 
which had come into existence the year before in 1969  He also travelled the country in 1970 to the various galleries that agreed to 
receive the various entries from the children in the various provinces to assist in their judging and selection of the final 50 entries each 
gallery submitted to the Stamp Advisory Committee in Ottawa.From these final 50 entries received in each of the 10 provinces, the 
Stamp Advisory Committee, of which he headed at that time, made their selection of the winning 12 designs from these 500 entries.

Remember too, Manitoba had two extra winners  Their designs were the 10- and 15-cent issues  Those designs were, according to 
some folks, meant to represent the Yukon and the North West Territories  No children from either of these areas were given the chance 
to take part in the contest  I believe they decided that the logistics, given the time frames for this contest, wouldn’t have worked 
(unfortunately) for these two parts of Canada. This too was a decision of the Stamp Advisory Committee at that point in time — if you 
look really hard at these two stamps — you can, with some imagination, see a Northern child drawing a snowmobile and another child 
drawing the Christ Child under a northern sky devoid of all artificial light and filled with thousands of stars that children in the north 
would be very familiar with 

Fleming’s influence on philatelic design for Canada Post was felt for many years even after his departure from that entity.
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Children viewing their printed stamps in uncut press sheets (August 25)

Other ‘1970 Christmas stamp’ people to be acknowledged:

 • Eric Kierans, Canada Postmaster General
 • Nola Landucci, Project Co-Ordinator Christmas Canada
 • Allan Robb Fleming, Graphic Stamp Designer for this issue
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Governor General Roland Michener and wife meeting the kids (August 27)

Identification of participants (by 
Donna Niskala)
1.  Anthony Martin
2.  Roland Michener, then Governor 

General of Canada
3.  Spouse Nora Michener, 

Chatelaine of Rideau Hall
4. Jean Pomerleau
5. Dwayne Durham
6. Donna Niskala

7. Manon Lecompte
8. Tanis Dojcak
9. Joseph McMillan
10.  My brother Daniel Niskala - not a 

formal member of the group
11. Nancy Whatley
12. Lisa Wilson
13. Corinne Fortier
14. Eugene Bhattacharya
15. Janet McKinney
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2
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Governor General and Western Winners

Governor General and Eastern Winners
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Postmaster General Eric Kierans meeting the kids (August 28)
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Children at Upper Canada Village (August 28)
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Children’s Autographs
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“Christmas Canada “ Awards Week Schedule of Events
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August 23
We boarded the DC9 plane is Saskatoon. I had written in a 
letter that I hated flying, and wouldn’t do it again – we hit 
some very bad turbulence on that trip  I remember being 
amazed at all of the cockpit controls  Back in those days the 
door was open for us to see the pilots  I have some memory 
of being given little plastic airplane brooches and a kid’s 
“keep busy” bag with crayons, compliments of the airline  
There were delays at take off and a very grumpy old man 
kept asking me if I had any food in my bags  Strange 
memory, but I can still see his face 

My brother Danny, on the other hand, only remembers 
the lovely face of Tanis Dojack as she boarded the plane 
in Winnipeg with her Mom  As he 
apologetically confessed to me fifty 
years later, he always noticed the pretty 
ones! Ha! Nola Landucci met us at the 
airport and made sure we all got our 
taxis to The Savoy Hotel  Our room 
was #303, according to my brother (who 
loves guns) and used the caliber to 
remember our room number  We were 
almost too excited to sleep as we waited 
for the touring to begin!

August 24
I remember watching the Changing 
of the Guard on Parliament Hill, and 
I am sure that like every child, I was 
fascinated by those big, black, fuzzy 
hats!

I remember boarding the boat on the 
Rideau Canal  I loved being on the 
water  The bank sides were beautiful, 
with weeping willows and all those 
crazy big squirrels! We were told of how 
many workers lost their lives building that canal  That dark 
information stayed in my memory  I also knew that I had 
relatives living further along that canal 

Back on Parliament Hill, I remember that we could not 
figure out how that flame could stay lit in the middle of 
water (the Centennial Flame)  And we knew that the adults 
were not telling us the real reasons for the grate coverings 
on the top of the Peace Tower  All I know is that even if the 
balconies were screened off, my Mom almost died every 
time I hopped up to get a better view of the sites below.

The opening banquet was big  I remember the presenters 
and the big conference/dining room, with the big 
presentation screens. This was the first time that we were 
all together and being formally recognized as the stamp 
group  I was more interested in the food than the speakers, 
but I knew it was an important moment 

August 25
An art gallery might not 
impress many kids, but 
the National Art Gallery 
for me, was a highlight 
of the trip  I had always 
been told about The 
Group of Seven, and here 
we were seeing their 
trees and landscapes in real paintings  It was brilliant for 
the organizers to introduce classic Canadian painting to 
us at the National Gallery  The Death of Wolfe in particular 
stuck in my memory  I remember thinking he had just won 
a battle but still lost everything!

I remember the banquet on the lawn It 
was super fun to eat outside

I remember being at the Canadian Bank 
Note Company and being overcrowded 
as we tried to see the stamps in 
production on the machines  It really was 
amazing to see those stamps come out 
on those huge strips  We were waiting a 
long time for reporters to show up  Did 
this cost us our trip to the Museum of 
Science and Technology (because I have 
no memory of that)?? I remember being 
really mad at the reporters for saying 
that they hadn’t got anything good yet 
as they maneuvered us around for photo 
ops  I can’t remember the details, but as 
a kid I was mad at the reporters for not 
telling the truth about something  They 
always changed our words  Or maybe 
they were taking too long! Ha! Just a 
kids perspective on the press!

August 26
Road trip to Montreal! The Expos site was incredible. I 
remember a big white dome? I bought a little wooden doll 
from Russia, as a memory of The World theme 

We were guests of the Expos. I was not one of the kids who 
went down to meet the players, but now, as an adult, I sure 
wish I had!

August 27
We met the Governor General and toured his gardens  This 
is my Mom’s favourite memory  She was impressed by the
furniture  “I was not used to seeing furniture like that  So 
strange, elaborate, and beautiful  Thought it was a mansion 
and that he must have lived like a King  We never saw 
anything like that out West  The gardens were beautiful  We 
could never keep a garden trim like that,” said my Mom  

Diary of Donna Niskala
(as an adult, remembering events back to 1970)

Donna Niskala was the designer for 
the Horse-drawn sleigh stamp.
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My brother was fascinated by all the security  The RCMP 
were there in full uniform, and they were everywhere!

I remember the gardens  They truly were spectacular  The 
Governor General was very gentle and patient with us  We
knew it was an honour to meet him  We lined up inside 
in a receiving line, then went to the outer steps after 
refreshments for more photos  The photographer tried his 
best to capture a photo of us when we were not drinking 
out of our glasses! We knew him well enough by then to 
torment him! The Governor General got a real kick out of 
Anthony, who was so little.

Mom loved seeing all the money being printed at the 
Canadian Mint  There were pages and pages of one dollar 
bills. We joked about the high security there, and a little 
mad that we got no samples!

The War Museum shocked all of us  But my Mom in 
particular was shocked by the horrors of the war museum 
displays  She lived through those years as a young girl, so it 
hit her harder than us  We had never seen a Victoria Cross 
medal before  I remember the recreation of World War I 
trenches — they really made an impact. It even smelled 
of mud and burlap, and they had displays of guns with 
bayonets all along the corridors  

Going to Eric Kierans’ [Postmaster General] house in Hull 
was super exciting because it was going to be a Christmas 
party and we were even going to get presents in August! 
And we could run around outside! Eric Kierans was a 
charming guy who was very good with kids  He laughed 
and smiled and was so hospitable. His staff also let us 
inside the house and I was so shocked to discover that some 
houses had more than one bathroom! There was a tree set 
up at the edge of the banquet area and we had pictures 
taken outside by that silver artificial tree. We were given 
paints and brushes and a pad of very high quality artist 
paper  It was fun!

August 28
We took a bus to Upper Canada Village  What a treat! 
So much fun — Upper Canada Village had horses and 
animals and wooden fences and old buildings — and we 
were given rides on a wagon pulled by horses  Just like my 
stamp! I was out of my head! We decided to snack on some 
apples at one point and we were chased out of the apple 
trees by a lady whom we thought must be crazy, waving 
around that cane in the air at us!!!

We had had a lot of adventures together and had so much 
fun! The trip gave us memories to last a lifetime  For most 
of us, even being in a city was a completely new experience  
And we had toured major cites in our nation’s capital and 
been the guests of Canadian “royalty.” Quite an honour 
indeed 

These are just some of my memories  They are as accurate 
as a child’s memory can be! The trip left quite an impression 
on me 

“Christmas Canada Kids” hat
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Tanis Dojcak
(by Michael Pierce, reprinted from BNA Topics, July–September 2019, page 38–39)

 For a number of years, I have, on my own, been doing a 
research project on the Canada 1970 issue of Christmas stamps, 
which were designed by Canadian school children  The contest 
was held during the 1969 Christmas season, with the winning 
designs appearing on the twelve designs issued as Canada’s 1970 
Christmas stamps 

 In my research, I discovered something that had puzzled 
me for a number of years  All Unitrade catalogues of Canadian 
Stamps, as well as most of the articles written about this stamp 
issue, named the designer of the 15¢ value (Scott 530) as ten-year-
old Janis Dojcak  Her design shows a person returning home on 
a snowmobile, after finding a Christmas tree in the woods.

 I would, however, occasionally come across an article that 
listed the designer as “Tanis” Dojcak  In both cases, the designer 
was identified as being from Flin Flon, MB. Wondering who the 
actual designer of this stamp is, I thought it would be a good thing 
for the real designer’s name to be recognized as such  I decided in 
2018 that I would try to definitely solve this question.

 In December of last year, through the medium of Facebook, 
after some further sleuthing, and a follow-up telephone call, I was 
able to speak with the actual designer of this 15¢ Christmas stamp  
What a treat this was for me—an early Christmas present! Her name 
is Tanis, not Janis, and she is now Tanis McIntosh  The illustration 
at right shows her at about ten, the age when she designed the 
Christmas stamp  She still lives in Manitoba, although she left Flin 
Flon and is now living in Morden  She told she became aware many 
years ago that her name has been spelled incorrectly  I assured her 
I would have it corrected for her 

 How did this error occur? Even Library and Archives Canada 
(LAC) listed her name incorrectly as Janis, not Tanis  The culprit, 
it seems, is Canada Post. The official brochure they had printed 
for these stamps in 1970 spelled her name as Janis [see the PS14 
illustrated on page 82], and this error was copied throughout the 
years in various publications. It has never been corrected—until 
now 

 This year is the fiftieth anniversary of the Christmas Stamp 
Contest of 1969—a good time to set the record straight. And Tanis, 
too, would appreciate it if we all spelled her name correctly and recognized her as the designer of this particular stamp 

 I have been in tough with Robin Harris, Editor of the Unitrade Catalogue of Canadian Stamps, and her name will be 
spelled correctly in the 2020 edition  My archivist at LAC has also ensured that LAC’s records have been corrected as 
well 

  A tip of the hat to the publisher of an old Minkus stamp album [see page 151] that spelled her name correctly many 
years ago  This album set me on my quest to discover the correct name of the designer of this stamp 

Tanis Dojcak at the age of about ten. Courtesy Tanis McIntosh 
(née Dojcak).
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Janet McKinney Howe
Some memories shared with me (Michael Pierce) from Janet McKinney Howe on finding out she was a winner in the 
Stamp Design Contest:

 Janet was at St  Joseph’s School in Saint John, NB  “It was May, when I 
was in Grade 3”, she said, “and I remember how surprised I was ” She had 
participated in the contest several months earlier  

 She explained how they brought all the Grade 3’s into the school library 
for the announcement  “My parents were there  I was confused ” Looking 
back, she found it all “pretty overwhelming”. Nonetheless, it was probably 
only when “the stamps came out that it hit me and we started getting letters 
with my stamp on them” she recalls. “I got letters from everywhere. I was 
even sent an article from The Washington Post ”

 Janet states “I didn’t finish my design … an image of the Christ Child 
in a manger … by the deadline. I was upset because I did not get the yellow 
paper for the hay the way I wanted it ”

 Her teacher assured her it was all right, so it was sent in  Her “painting” included pastels and tissue paper  “We were 
allowed considerable freedom in what we wanted to use for the illustration ” 

 At the time, Janet’s parents were very “proud of the occasion”  Janet’s father carried press clippings and was eager 
to talk about his daughter’s success 

 For Janet “It is kind of neat to know that you have done something that isn’t commonly done ” She treasures all 
her souvenirs, especially the artist’s proofs of her work  She does not consider herself an artist, even though she paints, 
decorates, and sews 
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Courtesy Eugene Bhattacharya
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After-trip letter

The “souvenir card” referred to in parapraph 4 can be seen on page 124.
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Announcements
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Canada Post Poster
(items courtesy Bob Vogel and Andrew Chung)
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It is believed that this is the only Canada stamp issue that did not illustrate the stamps on the new-issue poster 
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Canada Post PS14 Pamphlet
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Private First Day Covers of 1970 Christmas Issue
by: Bob Vogel

 Unless otherwise noted, these scans are courtesy Bob Vogel, chairman of the First Day Cover Study Group of BNAPS  
Arranged by cachet maker 

First day cover scans at 50% 

Artcraft
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Artopages

British American Bank Note Company

Cachet Craft
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Canada Envelope Company

Canada Post Office Publicity

Courtesy Andrew Chung
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Canada Post Replacement

Canadian Bank Note

Above two courtesy Andrew Chung
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Cole
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Dominion Engineering

Center blocks (untagged and tagged)
Courtey Michael Pierce

Identical pairs (“twins”)
Courtey Michael Pierce
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Elliott Marion

Gamula
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Grover

H & E

Courtesy Michael Pierce
(notice spelling of ‘Janis’)
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Jackson
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Kingswood

Pritchard
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Rosecraft

Tagged. Contrary to first day cover servicing regulations that “Orders 
for first day covers with  tagged stamps will be returned unfilled.”, a 
small quantity are known.
Courtesy Andrew Chung

Center block
Courtey Michael Pierce

Center block
Courtey Michael Pierce
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Schering

Sterling

Unknown
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House of Commons

Senate
Courtesy Michael Pierce

Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Kingswood FDC
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From October–December 2018 First Impressions (First Day Cover Study Group of BNAPS)
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Canada 1970 Christmas Covers
by: Richard Beecher

 Examples of various rate usages of the 1970 Christmas stamps.

5 cent Horse-drawn sleigh on unsealed cover to Sweden, postmarked December 9, 1970, underpaying 6 cent surface 
printed matter rate, assessed 12 ore postage due upon delivery.

Postcard usages: a) 5 cent Snowman and Christmas Tree on third class card to Sarnia, Ontario, 
postmarked December 1, 1970.
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Postcard usages: b) 6 cent Toy Store on first class card to Sarnia, Ontario, and redirected, postmarked 
December 1970.

Postcard usages: c) 6 cent Children and Christmas Tree on third class card to Toronto. Card is 
postmarked July 27, 1971, after the first class rate increased to 7 cents on July 1, 1971.
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Five 5 cent values used to pay up to half ounce 25 cent international airmail letter rate to Libya, postmarked November 16, 
1970.

Six 5 cent values used to pay up to one ounce 30 cent international airmail letter rate to Switzerland, postmarked December 12, 
1970.
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Two six cent values used on Notice of Postage Due, postmarked November 10, 1970.
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6 cent Children and Christmas 
Tree on (likely) sealed cover to 

Australia, postmarked December 
1, 1970, underpaying 12 cent 

surface letter rate, postage due 
not assessed. Cover returned to 

sender via Melbourne Dead Letter 
Office, addressee left or moved.
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10 cent Christ Child Winnipeg tagged, to USA, postmarked April 5, 1971 in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Six 10 cent values paying 10 cent airmail rate to USA, plus 50 cent registration fee for contents valued up to $50, postmarked 
November 6, 1970.

Image at 75%
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10 cent value paying postage due on Shortpaid Mail form, postmarked November 30, 1970.

15 cent Snowmobile and Trees paying up to half ounce 15 cent international airmail rate to Sweden, postmarked February 19, 
1971.
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Four 15 cent values paying 10 cent airmail rate to USA, plus 50 cent registration fee for contents valued up to $50, 
postmarked December 15, 1970.

15 cent value used on Acknowledgement of Receipt (AR) card dated January 9, 1971, postmarked Mascouche, Quebec. 

Images on this page at 75%
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The Stamps
by: Robin Harris

 The 1970 Christmas stamps consist of twelve designs in three 
denominations (see sidebar for rates in affect during this time period; see 
page 106 for covers and rate examples) 

 The five- and six-cent stamps measure 30x24mm while the ten- and 
fifteen-cent values measure 40x24mm. All are line perf. 11.

 All twelve stamps were released untagged and Winnipeg tagged  The 
5¢ stamps had a 4mm vertical bar running down the middle of the stamps  
The other denominations were tagged with 8mm vertical bars running 
down the middle of the perforations 

 The 5¢ stamps are known on ribbed and non-ribbed paper; the 6¢ 
stamps are on ribbed paper 

Designs:

Rates:

Domestic: 6¢ (0–1 oz), 10¢ (1–2 oz)
3rd class: 5¢ (0–2 oz)
USA: 6¢ (0–1 oz), 10¢ (1–2 oz)
International (surface)†:  6¢ (0–1 oz), 

10¢ (1–2 oz)
International (air): 15¢ (0–0.5 oz)‡
Registration: 50¢ fo $50; 75¢ for $100
Special delivery: 40¢

†  Mexico, Central South America, the West Indies, 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, countries 
within the Commonwealth, the Republic of 
Ireland, France and Spain

‡  Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Republic of 
Ireland, Europe and Asia (Turkey and the USSR)

Santa Claus
Anthony Martin

Children skiing
Dwayne Durham

Snowmen and 
Christmas Tree

Manon Lecompte

Nativity
Lisa Wilson

Horse-drawn sleigh
Donna Niskala

Church
Joseph McMillan

Children and Christmas 
Tree

Jean Pomerleau

Toy Store
Nancy Whatley

Christ Child
Janet McKinney

Santa Claus
Eugene Bhattacharya

Christ Child
Corinne Fortier

Snowmobile and Trees
Tanis Dojcak

I like to make all my 
Christmas cards and 
birthday cards. I will make 
a scrapbook of the stamps 
at Christmastime.

This is two boys skiing in 
the sunshine, because my 
teacher always says to put 
the sun in my pictures. I like 
drawing but prefer to be out 
side in the winter.

This is my Daddy looking in the 
window of our house at our 
Christmas tree with me standing 
in front. Christmas pictures are 
fun to paint because everyone is 
happy then.

I didn’t know what to 
do so I just did the first 
thing I thought of about 
Christmas. I would like to 
go to Ottawa.

I drew Jesus because that’s 
what Christmas means to 
me. Our whole class did 
pictures. I am pretty good at 
drawing in school.

My Grandma has a horse 
and sleigh and every 
Christmas we go for a 
sleigh ride. That’s my uncle 
driving the sleigh and a 
Christmas angel watching 
over everyone from a cloud.

I painted Jesus in the manger with all the 
stars shining down on Him. All babies are 
nice but He was the nicest.

I like to paint and draw at 
school and I like Santa Claus 
very much. Thats why I did 
him for the drawing.

Quotes from respective 
children, as published in The 
Weekend Magazine around 
the time of issue.
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Pane Layouts
(pane images at 33%; 15¢ has been digitally created)

 The 5¢ and 6¢ stamps were laid out in post office panes of 100. Two different press sheet layouts were used (see 
following pages). The 10¢ and 15¢ denominations were released in post office panes of 50, printed in press sheets of six 
panes 

 Two types of panes of each denomination exist: philatelic (with inscriptions in the four corners) and field stock 
(inscriptions trimmed)  The inscriptions have the text facing inwards on the upper left and lower left corners; and facing 
outwards on the upper right and lower right corners  “Plate blocks” (i e  inscriptions blocks) should include a minimum 
of four stamps and also include at least one of each design  Thus, the 10¢ and 15¢ are collected in corner inscription 
blocks of four, whereas the 5¢ and 6¢ values are collected in corner inscription blocks of ten stamp each (two rows by five 
columns). Note that the post office only sold plate blocks of 4 of the 5¢ and 6¢ values — not a block of 10.

 The Winnipeg tagged stamps only exist without inscriptions, as was typical of all Winnipeg-tagged stamps released 
to that time 
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“Twins”

 Due to the unique pane layout, each of the 5¢ and 6¢ values exist in identical pairs (so-called “twins”) — either 
horizontal or vertical unique pairs (the former from columns 5 and 6; the latter from rows 5 and 6).

(images were 
cropped from full 
panes) See page 140 

for Bileski’s 
promotional 
material 
describing 
these items.

Location of ‘twins’ and 
center blocks

Two factors made this set of stamps popular with collectors (or unpopular depending on your collecting interest!):

 •  the unique pane layout of the 5¢ and 6¢ denominations (see page 115) produced dozens of se-tenant varieties, 
including the highly popular “twins” and “center blocks”

 • hundreds of constant plate varieties have been reported (see page 142)
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“Center Blocks”

The 5¢ and 6¢ values exist with “center blocks” of four identical stamps 
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Catalogue numbers

 Typically Scott Publishing will assign catalogue numbers to a se-tenant stamp 
issue in the order that the stamps appear on the pane, starting with the first stamp at 
the upper left corner 

 For these 5¢ and 6¢ Christmas stamps there is no rhyme or reason as to how the 
numbers were assigned — it is impossible to get a se-tenant strip of five (horizontal or 
vertical) of either value in a Scott-numbered order. As an aside, the Canada Post Office 
only sold singles of the 5¢ and 6¢ denominations; strips were not sold 

 Minkus Publications, another popular catalogue/album maker at the time, had 
their own numbering scheme  The album page shown below (Minkus Global) does 
show a numbering scheme that allows for a se-tenant strip of five. However, the 
Minkus album shown on page 151 has a couple of the stamps placed in a different 
order; it is not known which numbers are correct (but it doesn’t really matter anymore 
since Minkus is no longer around) 

Minkus Global world album (compare to Minkus Canada album, page 151)

Pre-packaged stamps containing the twelve 1970 
Tagged Christmas stamps. A similar package 
includes the non-tagged set of twelve stamps.

The packages sold for a 10¢ premium over face 
value.
Courtesy Andrew Chung.

Inscription blocks of 4 (as sold by the post office) and 10 (preferred for collectors)
(images at 50%)
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1970 Christmas Tagging
Reprinted from Jan-Feb 2010 Corgi Times

 In the last Corgi Times (Nov-Dec 2009) we illustrated two different 
press sheets used by the Canadian Bank Note Company to print the 
5¢ and 6¢ 1970 Christmas stamps. These 10 different stamps were 
designed by Canadian school children 

 One of the press sheets (illustrated to the right) contains two 
panes of each denomination! It is believed that this is the only press 
sheet that the 6¢ stamps were printed from 

 In addition to untagged stamps, the 5¢ denomination was tagged 
with one 4mm vertical bar running down the middle of the stamps  
The 6¢ denomination was tagged with 8mm vertical bars running 
down the middle of the perforations. With two different types of 
tagging applied to the same press sheet, what happens at the edge of 
the pane where the different panes are separated?

 The illustration above shows the lower right corner block of 10 from the tagged 6¢ denomination (the tagging has 
been exagerated). Notice that there is a 1mm “snippet” of one-bar tagging at the bottom of the selvedge of each column. 
This must have come from the 5¢ stamps  This slightly miscut block shows that there was a 4mm vertical gap designed 
into the application of the 2-bar tagging on the upper panes to the 1-bar tagging on the lower panes 

 This variety (two different types of tagging on the same selvege/block) will only occur if there is a vertical shift in the 
trimming between the panes  You may expect to pay a small premium compared to other edge pieces 

Combination press sheet of 5¢ and 6¢ 1970 
Christmas stamps (Sc. 519–528)
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5¢ Press sheet (digitally created) as observed October 1, 2009 at Library and Archives Canada
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Combination 6¢/5¢ Press sheet (digitally created) as observed October 1, 2009 at Library and Archives Canada
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10¢ Press sheet (digitally created) as observed October 1, 2009 at Library and Archives Canada
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15¢ Press sheet (digitally created) as observed October 1, 2009 at Library and Archives Canada
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Souvenir Card

(courtesy Bob Vogel)
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Envelope
(scaled at 50%)

Front view 1
(scaled at 50%)

Front view 2
(scaled at 50%)

(items courtesy Andrew Chung)
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Inside view 1
(scaled at 50%)

Inside view 2
(scaled at 40%)

1970 Nostalgia: Sears and Eaton’s Christmas catalogues
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Correspondence relating to souvenir card illustrated on previous pages
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Canada Post Presentation Folder
(items courtesy Andrew Chung)
scans at 80%

Presentation folder: inside the presentation folder, underneath the overleaf is a mint single set of the 
1970 Christmas issue  (set not shown here)
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Presentation album of postage stamps issued during 1969 and 1970 in mint blocks of four (strips of 
five of the 5¢ and 6¢ 1970 Christmas) to delegates attending the Tenth Congress of the Postal Union of 
the Americas and Spain held in Chile in 1971 
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K. Bileski Promotional Material
(items courtesy Michael Pierce)
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Christmas 1970 — 50 Varieties for a 50th Anniversary
By André Dumont

 This year marks the 50th anniversary of the 1970 Christmas stamps. This article is written in response 
to the Corgi Times’ call for philatelic material commemorating this special event 

 The Christmas 1970 stamps were issued in a series of 12 different stamps, as listed hereunder:

5¢ Santa Claus (Scott 519)
5¢ Horse-drawn sleigh (Scott 520)
5¢ Nativity (Scott 521)
5¢ Children skiing (Scott 522)
5¢ Snowmen and Christmas tree (Scott 523)
Displayed together on panes of 100 (20 stamps each)

6¢ Christ Child (Scott 524)
6¢ Children and Christmas Tree (Scott 525)
6¢ Toy Store (Scott 526)
6¢ Santa Claus (Scott 527)
6¢ Church (Scott 528)
Displayed together on panes of 100 (20 stamps each)

10¢ Christ Child (Scott 529)
15¢ Snowmobile and Trees (Scott 530)
Issued on different panes of 50

 A few years ago, I checked some of the above stamps at hand looking for listed varieties  Going 
through the pile, several unlisted marks were also found  Interested in pursuing this project, I 
eventually needed to accumulate a large quantity of stamps  Consequently, a total of 17,500 stamps 
were obtained and searched. Approximately 1,700 different varieties were found, in numerous copies. 
A real flyspeckers’ treat!

 Part of my findings was shared through my local stamp club. During the period 2016–2018, 
twelve successive articles were published in the Philabec, one for each stamp  This journal is edited by 
l’Association des numismates et philatélistes de Boucherville (ANPB). It is freely accessible at Philabec.
com  In all, 1,163 varieties, supported by detailed pictures, were published  [See details at end of this 
article ]

 For this golden anniversary, birthday candles are replaced by 50 prominent varieties  They are 
listed and illustrated on the following pages  Tagging, ribbing and colour shifts are not taken into 
consideration  A few varieties with unknown pane position are included  Hopefully, readers might be 
able to position them and share their findings. 
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5¢ Varieties

Scott 519
Dot above “an”
Position 32

Scott 519
Nib on “R”
Position: 41

Scott 519
Dot between “CH”
Positions 73 & 78 

Scott 519
Blue dash and spot
Position unknown

Scott 519 
Blue splinter on hand
Position: unknown

Scott 520
Extended “T”
Position 33

Scott 520
Blue triangle 
Position 33 

Scott 520
Blue spot 
Position 49

Scott 520
Diagonal blue line
Position 49

Scott 520
Large dot above “S”
Position unknown

Scott 521
Spike on “n”
Position 11

Scott 521
Blue line left of manger
Position 58

Scott 521
Blue spot left of manger
Position 76

Scott 521
Blue tread above head
Position 90

Scott 522
Flat based “D”
Position 4

522
Yellow spot
Position 40
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Scott 522
Green line under arm
Position 70

Scott522
Dot between “da”
Position 70

Scot 522
Black spot above head
Position 79

Scott 523
Blue pompom
Position 30

Scott 523
Blue spot on snowman
Position 65 

Scott 523
Blue arc between “ad”
Position 93

6¢ Varieties

Scott 524
Slash on forehead
Position 2

Scott 524
Two black spots
Position 11

Scott 524
Nick in last “a”
Position 53

Scott 525
Blue dash under “RI”
Position 18

Scott 525
Blue J-shaped tread
Position 55

Scott 525
Inflated “9”
Position 83

Scott 525
Vertical black dash
Position 88

Scott 526
Black spot and dash 
Position 3
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Scott 526
White mark above door
Position 12

Scott 526
Blue dot above “da”
Position 36

Scott 526
Green and red spots left 
of door – Position 44

Scott 526
Broken “9”
Position 66

Scott 527
Blue dash above “a”
Position 10

Scott 527
Broken “ C” at bottom
Position 33

Scott 527
Green spot on moon
Position 52

Scott 258
Red spot in left margin
Position 60

Scott 528
Blue spot in LR corner
Position 73

Scott 528
Hook shaped scratch
Position 78

Scott 528
Red line on roof
Position 87

Scott 528
Black spot above door
Position unknown

 
Scott 528
Damaged “n”
Position unknown
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10¢ Varieties

Scott 529
Black spot on manger
Position 17

Scott 529
Blue line LL corner
Position 46

Scott 529
Three yellow spots
Position unknown

Scott 529
Black dot under “9”
Position unknown

15¢ Varieties

Scott 530
Dash in “d”
Position 1

Scott 530
Dot above “70”
Position 25

Scott 530
Brown spot on left tree
Position 41
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ProchaiN	saloN
école	secondaire	de	mortagne,	27	et	28	janvier	de	10	h	à	16	h

volume	5	•	Numéro	5	-	JaNvier	2018

Jacques Nolet
1944-2017

Philabec

Illustrated are the 12 issues of 
Philabec that highlighted each 
of the twelve 1970 Christmas 
stamps and their varieties 

Download these issues (for free) at philabec.com

Jan 2016 May 2016 Jun 2016 Sep 2016 Oct 2016

May 2017 Jun 2017 Sep 2017 Oct 2017 Nov 2017 Dec 2017 Jan 2018
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Perforation Shifts
(courtesy John Jamieson, Saskatoon Stamp Centre)
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Repellex
(courtesy John Jamieson, Saskatoon Stamp Centre)
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Miscellaneous: Minkus Album Page
Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Miscellaneous: White Ace Album Page (single stamps)
Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Miscellaneous: White Ace Album Page (strips)
Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Miscellaneous: Lighthouse Album
Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Miscellaneous: Lighthouse Album (tagged stamps)
Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Miscellaneous: H.E. Harris
Courtesy Michael Pierce
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Miscellaneous: Philatelic Latin Squares
Courtesy Michael Pierce

Extracted from: Philatelic Latin Squares, by Peter D. Loly and George P.H. Styan
https://www.math.mcgill.ca/styan/CSHPM-PLS3-opt.pdf
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10¢ Christ Child Fold-over

Last, but not least     the most eye-catching variety found on the 1970 Christmas stamps     just sold at auction 

From Eastern Auctions, October 2–3, 2020, Lot 885.

A mint corner block of nine with a spectacular “Fold-Over” error that occurred prior to perforating and 
guillotining; couple minor gum thins. A dramatic error - portions of five “blank” stamps and imprint show as a 
result. A winderful, one-of-a-kind item that will stand out in anyone’s collection, VF NH. Est. 500.00+

Sold for $1,350 + 18 5% = $1,599 75 

Courtesy Eastern Auctions
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